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Abstra t

Opti al pre ision experiments are a powerful tool to explore hidden se tors of a variety
of standard-model extensions with potentially tiny ouplings to photons. An important
example is given by extensions involving an extra light U(1) gauge degree of freedom,
so- alled paraphotons, with gauge-kineti mixing with the normal photon. These models naturally give rise to mini harged parti les whi h an be sear hed for with opti al
experiments. In this paper, we study the e e ts of paraphotons in su h experiments.
We des ribe in detail the role of a magneti eld for photon-paraphoton os illations in
models with low-mass mini harged parti les. In parti ular, we nd that the up oming
light-shining-through-walls experiments are sensitive to paraphotons and an distinguish
them from axion-like parti les.

1 Introdu tion
Extensions beyond the urrent standard model of parti le physi s often involve a hidden
se tor, , an experimentally so far unobserved set of degrees of freedom very weakly
oupled to standard-model parti les. Whereas present and future a elerator experiments
are generally devoted to the sear h for new heavy parti les, the potential dis overy of a new
weakly oupled light parti le requires high-pre ision experiments for whi h non-a elerator
setups often appear most promising.
Opti al experiments an provide for su h a powerful laboratory tool, sin e opti al photons an be manipulated and dete ted with a great pre ision. If a hypotheti al hidden
se tor ouples e e tively to photons, opti al experiments an have a signi ant dis overy
potential or, alternatively, an put stringent laboratory bounds on standard-model extensions, sin e both photon sour es and dete tors an be under full experimental ontrol.
An example of su h experiments are laser polarization experiments, su h as
BFRT [1℄, PVLAS [2℄, and Q&A [3℄, where linearly polarized laser light is sent through
a transverse magneti eld, and hanges in the polarization state are sear hed for. The
real and virtual produ tion of axion-like [4, 5℄ (ALP) or mini harged [6℄ (MCP) parti les
would lead to observable signals su h as an apparent rotation and an ellipti ity of the
outgoing laser beam. Similar planned experiments in this dire tion are based also on
high-intensity lasers [7℄.
Another powerful tool are so alled light-shining-through-walls (LSW) experiments,
su h as BFRT [1, 8℄. Here, laser light is shone onto a wall, and one sear hes for photons
that appear behind the wall. Va uum os illations of photons into paraphotons with
sub-eV masses would lead to a non-vanishing rate of photons behind the wall [9℄. In the
presen e of a magneti eld, photons an os illate into axion-like parti les, whi h an then
be re onverted into photons behind the wall by another magneti eld [10, 11, 12, 13℄.1
Presently, there are several se ond generation LSW experiments worldwide, su h as
ALPS [17℄, BMV [18℄, GammeV [19℄, LIPSS [20℄, OSQAR [21℄, and PVLAS [22℄, under
onstru tion or serious onsideration (for a review, see Refs. [23, 24℄). These e orts are
partially motivated by the report from the PVLAS ollaboration of eviden e for a nonzero apparent rotation of the polarization plane of a laser beam after passage through a
magneti eld [2℄. While the size of the observed e e t greatly ex eeds the expe tations
from quantum ele trodynami s [25, 26, 27, 28℄, it is ompatible with a photon-ALP os illation hypothesis or with the produ tion of light mini harged parti les [29℄. Although the
ouplings and masses required for an explanation of PVLAS seem to be in serious on i t
with bounds oming from astrophysi al onsiderations [30, 31℄, there are various ways to
evade them [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41℄ (see, however, Ref. [42℄). This makes it
i.e.

1 Also,

astrophysi al observations of light rays from binary pulsar systems [14℄, dimming features in
the spe tra of TeV gamma sour es [15℄, or regenerated photons from osmi ALPs originating from the
Crab pulsar [16℄ ould be a useful opti al probe.
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extremely important to he k these interpretations in laboratory experiments.
LSW experiments seem well-suited to distinguish between ALPs and mini harged parti les. Only in the former ase, we expe t a sizeable rate of regenerated photons. However,
natural models with mini harged parti les also ontain at least one paraphoton [43℄. In
this paper, we in lude the e e ts of paraphotons and dis uss in detail how this an lead to
a non-vanishing signal in LSW experiments that is nevertheless distinguishable from the
one expe ted in the ALP ase. Moreover, we show that the presen e of the paraphoton
signi antly alters the signals in polarization experiments.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se t. 2, we brie y review how mini harges arise
in models with paraphotons. In Se ts. 3 and 4, we show how paraphotons an lead to a
signal in LSW experiments. In Se t. 5, we dis uss how the predi tions for rotation and
ellipti ity measurements hange in models with paraphotons. In realisti experiments, the
magneti eld region has a nite spatial size. For small, but non-vanishing paraphoton
mass, this an have signi ant e e ts, as we explain in Se t. 6. In Se t. 7, we give
expli it examples in whi h signals of a paraphoton model are ompared to those of a
pure mini harged parti le model without paraphoton. Furthermore, we use data from
the BFRT experiment to illustrate the sensitivity of su h opti al setups. Finally, we
summarize and on lude in Se t. 8.

2 Paraphotons and mini harged parti les
Mini harged parti les arise very naturally in models with extra U(1) gauge degrees of
freedom [9, 43℄. In this se tion, we brie y review how kineti mixing leads to mini harged
parti les and provide some details on models that have been proposed to explain the
PVLAS result.
Let us begin with the simplest model with two U(1) gauge groups, one being our
ele tromagneti U(1) , the other a hidden-se tor U(1)h under whi h all standard model
parti les have zero harge. The most general Lagrangian allowed by the symmetries is
L = 41 F  F 14 B  B 21  F  B ;
(2.1)
where F is the eld strength tensor for the ordinary ele tromagneti U(1) gauge eld
A , and B  is the eld strength for the hidden-se tor U(1)h eld B  , , the paraphoton.
The rst two terms are the standard kineti terms for the photon and paraphoton elds,
respe tively. Be ause the eld strength itself is gauge invariant for U(1) gauge elds, the
third term is also allowed by gauge and Lorentz symmetry. This term orresponds to a
non-diagonal kineti term, a so- alled kineti mixing.
From the viewpoint of a low-energy e e tive Lagrangian,  is a ompletely arbitrary
parameter. Embedding this into a more fundamental theory, it is plausible that  = 0
QED

QED

i.e.
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holds at a high-energy s ale related to the fundamental theory. However, integrating out
the quantum u tuations below this s ale generally tends to generate non-vanishing  [43℄.
In a similar manner, kineti mixing arises in many string theory models [35, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49℄.
The kineti term an be diagonalized by a shift
B  ! B~  A :
(2.2)
Apart from a multipli ative renormalization of the gauge oupling, e2 ! e2 =(1 2), the
visible-se tor elds remain una e ted by this shift.
Let us now assume that we have a hidden-se tor fermion2 h that has harge one under

B . Applying the shift (2.2) to the oupling term, we nd:
eh h B= h ! eh h B=~ h eh h A
= h;
(2.3)
where eh is the hidden-se tor gauge oupling. We an read o that the hidden-se tor
parti le now has a harge
e = eh
(2.4)
under the visible ele tromagneti gauge eld A whi h has gauge oupling e. Sin e  is
an arbitrary number, the fra tional ele tri harge  of the hidden-se tor fermion h is not
ne essarily integer.
For small   1, we observe that
j j  1;
(2.5)
and h be omes a mini harged parti le. From now on we will on entrate on this ase3 .
So far we have onsidered the ase of an unbroken U(1)h symmetry for the paraphoton.
Let us now see what happens if we add a mass term,4
L = 12 2B  B :
(2.6)
Applying the shift (2.2) results in a term


(2.7)
L = 12 2 B~  B~ 2B~ A + 2 AA
2 Here

and in the following, we will spe ialize to the ase where the hidden-se tor parti le is a fermion.
A generalization to s alars is straightforward and does not hange the results qualitatively.
3 Very small values of  an be obtained in supersymmetri or string theories [44℄. On the other
hand, light parti les with harge  = O(1) are ex luded by several kinds of experiments [50, 31℄ and
very massive parti les give negligible ontributions in experiments su h as BFRT, PVLAS, Q&A or the
up oming opti al experiments that will test the PVLAS parti le interpretation.
4 Adding a mass term is equivalent to breaking the paraphoton U(1) via a Higgs me hanism and
h
hoosing unitary gauge.
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Figure 1: Two diagrams ontributing to the oupling of the photon to the hidden-se tor fermion

in a situation where the paraphoton is massive. The rst is the dire t ontribution via the
harge e that arises from the shift (2.2) of the paraphoton eld. The se ond is due to the
non-diagonal mass term (2.7) and an els the rst diagram if the external photon is on shell
and massless (q2 = 0). Note that the se ond diagram is only present if the paraphoton has
non-vanishing mass 2 6= 0.
h

that mixes photons with paraphotons.
To see how this a e ts the oupling of the hidden-se tor fermion, let us write down
the inverse propagator in our (A ; B~ ) basis,
 2
2 2 +2 
q

1
(2.8)
P =
+2 q2 2 :
The e e tive harge of the hidden-se tor fermion h is now obtained (to lowest order in )
from
Qh e = lim q 2 P1j Cj = e + eh = 0;
(2.9)
q !0
where
C = ( e; eh )
(2.10)
is the harge ve tor of h in the (A ; B~ ) basis. In this limit, the photon is put onto
the mass shell, and the fa tor q2 is in luded to an el the trivial 1=q2 dependen e of the
Coulomb potential. The two ontributions orrespond to the two diagrams in Fig. 1. On
shell, the mini harge is \undone" by the mass term. However, o shell or for massive
photons (as, for instan e, in a plasma), this is not the ase.
Let us now move on to the slightly more involved ase of the model presented in
Ref. [34℄ (\MR model"). This model involves two paraphotons B1 and B2 . For larity,
we will in the following suppress Lorentz indi es and use a matrix notation (A; B1; B2),
and similarly for the B~ . The Lagrangian for the gauge elds reads:
L = 41 F T KF + 21 AT MA;
(2.11)
2
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with the kineti mixing and mass matrix
0
0
1  1
0 0 01
K =   0 0 A ; M =  0 2 0 A :
(2.12)
 0 0
0 0 0
Again, we an diagonalize the kineti term by shifting the elds,
B1 ! B~1 A;
(2.13)
~
B2 ! B2 A:
This leaves the ordinary ele tromagneti gauge eld una e ted (again up to a small renormalization).
The model of Ref. [34℄ has a hidden-se tor fermion that lives in the bifundamental
representation of the two paraphotons with harges (0; 1; 1). Moreover, the two hidden
gauge ouplings are assumed to be equal eh;1 = eh;2  eh. Applying (2.13), we nd
eh h [B1 B2 ℄  h ! eh h [(B~1 A ) (B~2 A )℄  h = eh h [B~1 B~2 ℄  h: (2.14)
For the moment, it seems as if the hidden-se tor fermion has no intera tion with the
photon. However, we should not forget that one of the paraphotons is massive. In the
new basis, the mass matrix reads
0 2 2
1

2 0
M~ =  2 2 0 A :
(2.15)
0
0 0
As in the ase of only one paraphoton, the mass term undoes the e e ts on the mini harges
indu ed by the massive paraphoton ( f. Eq. (2.9)). Sin e the
paraphoton is massless, its ontribution to the mini harge ( f. middle part of Eq. (2.14)) remains una e ted
and the parti le has an e e tive harge,
QMR
(2.16)
h e = +eh :
se ond

Finally, let us omment on situations where the virtuality of a pro ess is high ompared
with the paraphoton mass s ale, as, for instan e, in the enter of the sun. In this ase,
we annot take the limit q2 ! 0 in Eq. (2.9). Instead, we have to insert the virtuality
of the pro ess, implying that the mini harge is not undone by the mass term. At high
virtuality, the small mass has basi ally no e e t and the ( rst) paraphoton behaves more
or less as if it were massless. For our ase with two paraphotons, this means that the rst
paraphoton now ontributes a harge eh  to the e e tive ele tromagneti oupling of h
resulting in a total of
QMR
 0; for q2  2 :
(2.17)
h
In other words, the mass matrix (2.15) an be negle ted, and we e e tively have the ase
of two massless paraphotons and an intera tion as in Eq. (2.14).
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0

Figure 2: S hemati pi ture of a \Light-shining-through-walls" experiment in absen e of a

magneti eld. The rosses denote the non-diagonal mass terms that onvert photons into
paraphotons. The photon os illates into the paraphoton 0 and, after the wall, ba k into the
photon whi h an then be dete ted.

3 Light shining through walls I: B=0
In the previous se tion, we have seen how a non-diagonal mass matrix ontributes to
the e e tive harge of the hidden-se tor fermion via a diagram that hanges the photon
into a paraphoton (the se ond diagram of Fig. 1). This non-trivial propagation of the
photon an have interesting e e ts in itself. Sin e the paraphotons B~ do not intera t with
ordinary matter they an easily pass through a wall [9℄, giving rise to a pro ess sket hed
in Fig. 2. There, we see how a photon is onverted into a paraphoton by the non-diagonal
mass term. Subsequently, the paraphoton passes through the wall and is then re onverted
into an ordinary photon that an be dete ted.
The photon onversion into (massive) paraphotons and ba k into photons very mu h
resembles neutrino os illations. Similarly to neutrinos, the intera tion eigenstates are not
equal to the propagation eigenstates.
In order to al ulate the probability for an initial photon intera tion eigenstate to
propagate through a wall via this pro ess, we start with the equations of motion in our
tilde basis,

 2
 
 



A
A


1
0
2
2
2
2
2
= 0: (3.1)
[! + z M~ ℄ B~ = (! + z ) 0 1 
 1
B~
Here, we have suppressed the Lorentz stru ture. Both transverse polarization dire tions
have to ful ll the same equation. In the se ond part, we have spe ialized to the ase of
only one massive paraphoton. Note that this ase is ompletely equivalent to the ase
with two paraphotons in the model of Ref. [34℄, be ause the mass matrix (2.15) is nonvanishing only in the rst two omponents and therefore the se ond paraphoton does not
mix with the photon (we will see in next se tion that this situation hanges when photons
propagate in an external magneti eld).
1

1
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Experiment

Laser

Cavity

Magnets
B1 = B2 = 5 T
ALPS
532 nm; 200 Watt
`1 = `2 = 4:21 m
B1 = B2 = 3:7 T
BFRT
 500 nm; 3 Watt Npass = 200
`1 = `2 = 4:4 m
B1 = B2 = 11 T
BMV
8  1021 per pulse
`1 = `2 = 0:25 m
B1 = B2 = 5 T
GammeV 532 nm; 3:2 Watt
`1 = `2 = 3 m
B1 = B2 = 1:7 T
LIPSS
900 nm; 3000 Watt
`1 = `2 = 1 m
B1 = B2 = 9:5 T
OSQAR 1064 nm; 1000 Watt Npass  10000
`1 = `2 = 7 m
T, `1 = 1 m
PVLAS 1064 nm; 0:02 Watt Npass = 44000 B2B=1 =2:25 T,
`2 = 0:5 m
Table 1: The ben hmark values of \light-shining-through-walls" (LSW) experiments (for some
of these experiments, the setup is still preliminary).

From Eq. (3.1), we nd two propagating eigenstates,


1
V1 (z; t) =
exp( i(!t  k1z)); with k2 = !2;
V2 (z; t)



1



2
2
2
2
1 exp( i(!t  k2z)); with k2 = !  + O( ):
Let us now start with an initial state at z = 0 that is purely photoni 5,

 


1
1
A(0; 0) = A0 0 = A0
1 + 2 V1(0; 0) 1 + 2 V2(0; 0) :
The survival probability for an initial photon is


j
A1 (z; t)j2

kz
4
2
2
P ! (z ) =
jA0 j2 = 1 4 sin 2 + O( );
where
2
k = k1 k2  2! ; for   !:
The onversion probability into paraphotons is then obtained as [9℄
 2 
j
A2 (z; t)j2

j
A1 (z; t)j2
2
2
P ! 0 (z ) =
=
1
=
4
 sin
2
2
jA0 j
jA0j
4! z :
5 In

=





Appendix B, we argue that this is a reasonable hoi e for the initial state.
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(3.2)

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

Figure 3: Proje ted sensitivity (one expe ted event per indi ated time; no ba kground;  = 1)

of future LSW experiments to photon-paraphoton os illations in the absen e of a magneti eld.
The shaded region shows the 95% ex lusion region of BFRT.

In a light-shining-through-walls experiment as depi ted in Fig. 2, with lengths `1 and `2
before and after the wall, the photon probability for a transit \through the wall" is then
simply given by
Ptrans = P ! 0 (`1 )P 0 ! (`2 ) = 16

4



sin



`1 2
4!



sin



`2 2
4!

2

:

(3.7)

Typi ally, the onversion probability P ! 0 (`1) is enhan ed by using a pair of fa ing mirrors before the wall. If the photon beam is re e ted Npass times, it will make
(Npass + 1)=2 \attempts" to ross the wall, enhan ing the transmission probability by
this same fa tor. The expe ted rate of observed photons in addition involves the total
initial photon rate N0 and the dete tion eÆ ien y  < 1,


Npass + 1
Ptrans :
(3.8)
N = N0
2
Figure 3 shows the limit from the BFRT experiment [1℄ and the proje ted sensitivity of
the on-going experiments listed in Table 1, orresponding to one regenerated photon after
8

one day of observation. For  & 10 4 eV, this limit on the mixing parameter is better
than the one from Cavendish-type laboratory sear hes for a fth for e [51, 52, 53℄.

4 Light shining through walls II: B= 0
6

In a lassi light-shining-through-walls experiment [11, 12, 13℄, the light is shone through
a transverse magneti eld. This is be ause these experiments typi ally look for axions
[54, 55℄, whose produ tion by virtue of their oupling to two photons requires a transverse
magneti eld [10℄. Therefore, let us study what happens in our photon-paraphoton
system with a mini harged parti le if we swit h on su h a magneti eld.
In a pure mini harged parti le model without paraphotons, the onversion of photons
into mini harged parti les in a magneti eld does not produ e a photon signal in the
dete tor behind the wall. The parti le-antiparti le pairs that are reated from the photons
[6℄ move away from ea h other under the in uen e of the magneti eld be ause they have
opposite harges. Moreover, they typi ally have opposite momenta along the dire tion of
the magneti eld lines separating them even further. In general, the parti les will not
annihilate again behind the wall and annot be re onverted into photons6 .
What is di erent if we in lude paraphotons? The di eren e is that now photons
an onvert into paraphotons whi h then will pass through the wall. In the presen e of
a magneti eld, this oherent onversion is possible even for massless paraphotons. The
relevant diagram for this transition is depi ted in Fig. 4(b).
For a quantitative analysis, we again start from the equations of motion. We begin with
the simple ase of only one massless paraphoton. Without paraphotons, Fig. 4(a) would
indu e a non-vanishing refra tive index. The photon would then satisfy the following
equation of motion,

(1 + 22e2 Ni)!2 k2 Ai = 0 (without paraphotons):
(4.1)
The index i represents the two polarizations k and ? with respe t to the magneti eld
and 2e2 Ni = ni 1 is the ontribution to the refra tive index of the photon aused by
the diagram 4(a). The expli it expression for Ni (eB; mf ) for a parti le h with mass
m is given in Appendix A. Various representations of Ni and plots of the parameter
dependen ies an, for instan e, be found in [57, 58, 59℄.
It is now straightforward to derive the ontribution from Fig. 4(b) to our photonbig

6 In

the present work, we assume that the wall thi kness is bigger than the Compton wavelength of
the mini harged parti les. In this limit, we expe t that the potential pro ess of a photon propagating
through the wall as a virtual mini harged parti le pair is exponentially suppressed. The opposite limit
requires a areful eld-theoreti al study of the photon polarization tensor near the wall, whi h is beyond
the s ope of the present work.
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e

eh

e

e
(a)

=

(b)

+

+

e
B

e

e
B

+ :::

B

( )

Figure 4: The ontribution of mini harged parti les to the polarization tensor 4(a). The
real part leads to birefringen e, whereas the imaginary part re e ts the absorption of photons
aused by the produ tion of parti le-antiparti le pairs. The analogous diagram 4(b) shows how
mini harged parti les mediate transitions between photons and paraphotons. Note that the
latter diagram is enhan ed with respe t to the rst one by a fa tor  eh =(e)= 1=. The double
line represents the omplete propagator of the mini harged parti le in an external magneti eld
B as displayed in 4( ) [56℄.
paraphoton system. The full equation of motion be omes

(1 + 22 e2 Ni)!2 k2 Ai + 2(e)ehNi !2B~i = 0:

(4.2)

Equation (4.2) is not a losed equation for the photon, be ause it ontains the paraphoton eld. The equation of motion for the paraphoton an be obtained in omplete analogy.
We simply have to repla e the two external photon legs in Fig. 4(a) with paraphotons
and ex hange the photon and the paraphoton eld in Fig. 4(b),

(4.3)
(1 + 2e2hNi)!2 k2 B~i + 2(e)ehNi !2Ai = 0:
Using (2.4) to eliminate , we an write the omplete set of equations as
 





2
Ai
+


1
0
2
2
2
2
= 0;
(4.4)
(! + z ) 0 1 + 2! ehNi  +1
B~i
for one massless paraphoton.
This equation is ompletely equivalent to (3.1) if we repla e
2 ! 2! 2 e2h Ni :
(4.5)
10

The propagation eigenstates are already given in Eq. (3.2). There is only one slight
ompli ation that has to be dealt with when al ulating the transition probability: Ni
is generally omplex,
(4.6)
Ni = ni + 21! ii:
Up to oupling fa tors orresponding to the external (para-)photon lines, ni is the
deviation of the real refra tive index from 1, and i denotes the absorption oeÆ ient.
A ounting for this, the transition probability is
(4.7)
P ! 0 (z ) = 2 [1 + exp( e2h i z ) 2 exp( e2h i z=2) os(e2hni !z )℄:
The total probability for a light-shining-through-walls experiment then is


Npass + 1 4
Ptrans =
 [1 + exp( e2h i z ) 2 exp( e2h i z=2) os(e2h ni !z )℄2 :
(4.8)
2
Note the following features:
 The size of the photon-paraphoton mixing is ontrolled by 2 , but
 the typi al os illation length for the photon-paraphoton system is given by

1=(!e2hn). The latter is by a fa tor 2 shorter than the typi al length whi h
might naively be expe ted from Fig. 4(a).
 The os illations die out for non-vanishing i and we get a non-os illatory signal for
experiments with a suÆ iently long onversion region. This is rather useful, be ause
the os illations typi ally lead to \holes" in the sensitivity of the experiment for a
given xed experimental signal.
 The Ni are non-vanishing for both polarization dire tions k and ? and we expe t
a signal for both polarizations. This might resemble a ase in whi h light-shiningthrough-walls pro eeds through an axion-like parti le (ALP) with mixed parity intera tions to photons7 , as onsidered in Ref. [60℄. However, for the most likely
s enarios where the ALP has a de nite parity, either pseudos alar or s alar, a signal
would be expe ted only for the k ? mode.
 For pra ti al purposes, it is useful that the os illation length of the photon-paraphoton system is ontrollable by the external magneti eld (n and  depend on B).
Varying the magneti eld, one an try to maximize the term in square bra kets
in Eqs. (4.7) or (4.8). For instan e, the transition probability (4.7) asymptoti ally
approa hes 2; but for a suitable set of parameters su h that iz ! 0 and ni !z !
or

7 Even

in this ase it an be easy to distinguish between a general ALP and paraphoton s enarios. In
the se ond ase, the ratio of the regeneration rates of the two polarization modes does depend on the
photon energy and on the strength of the magneti eld, whereas this ratio is a onstant for the former
ase.
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 , the transition probability

an in rease up to 162. This is in ontrast to the ase
of an ALP, where the os illation length is ompletely determined by the mass of
the ALP, whi h annot be hanged, and the frequen y of the laser, whi h is at least
more diÆ ult to hange.
At rst glan e, the insertion of a mass term seems straightforward on the basis of the
equations of motion. However, as dis ussed in Se t. 2, we have to take into a ount that
the e e tive h-photon oupling re eives an additional ontribution from the non-diagonal
propagator, su h that Qh = 0. Therefore, Ni vanishes in this ase, and we get the same
result as for B = 0. Note that this simple argument impli itly assumes that the magneti
eld is homogeneous and thus has in nite spatial extent, also transversally to the photon
beam dire tion. The e e ts of a magneti eld with nite size will be dis ussed in Se t. 6.
Finally, let us turn to the full model [34℄ with two paraphotons, one massless and
one massive. As dis ussed in Se t. 2, the e e tive oupling of the parti le h with harges
(0; 1; 1) to photons is Qhe = eh, f. Eq. (2.16). This determines N as given in Se tion
6 and Appendix A. Taking the negative harge of h with respe t to the se ond paraphoton
into a ount, the equation of motion reads
0
1
0 2
1
"
1
0
0

 0
(!2 + z2 )  0 1 0 A 2   1 0 A
(4.9)
0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1#0
1
Ai
0
0
0
+2!2e2hNi  0 1 1 A  B~1;i A = 0:
0 1 1
B~2;i
The expli it regeneration probabilities are given in Appendix C. A quantitative dis ussion
follows below in Se t. 7.

5 Di hroism and birefringen e in models with paraphotons
In the pre eding se tions, we have on entrated on light-shining-through-walls experiments. But imprints of paraphotons an also be found in experiments that measure
the hange in the opti al properties after propagation through the apparatus, as is, for
instan e, done in the BFRT, PVLAS and Q&A experiments.
Both rotation and ellipti ity an be inferred from the photon-photon amplitude,
Ai1 (z; t)
;
(5.1)
Ai ! =
A0 exp(i(kz !t))
for di erent polarization dire tions i.
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As we have already seen in Se t. 3, Eq. (3.4),
P i! = jAi ! j2
(5.2)
is the survival probability for an in oming photon. In other words, 1 jAi ! j is the
de rease in amplitude for the di erent polarization dire tions. From this, we an easily
nd the rotation of an initially linear polarized beam entering at an angle ,
 = 21 (jA?! j jAk ! j) sin(2)  21 Re(A?! Ak ! ) sin(2);
(5.3)
where the approximation is valid for amplitudes that are lose to 1.
Phase shifts ompared
to an unmodi ed photon beam appear as the argument of the
?
;k
amplitude, Arg(A ! ). One nds for the ellipti ity,
(5.4)
= 12 [Arg(Ak ! ) Arg(A?! )℄ sin(2)  12 Im(Ak ! A?! ) sin(2):
As expe ted, neither rotation
nor ellipti ity appears in the absen e of a magneti eld,
k
;?
be ause the amplitudes A ! are equal. This is, of ourse, due to the fa t that a simple
Lorentz invariant mass term distinguishes no preferred dire tion.
In the presen e of a magneti eld, however, the amplitudes di er, be ause the os illation and absorption lengths are di erent for photons parallel k and perpendi ular ? to
the magneti eld.
Using the propagation eigenstates derived in Se ts. 3 and 4, namely Eqs. (3.2), (3.5)
and (4.5), we nd the amplitude
(5.5)
Ak;!? = 1 2 (1 exp( ikk;?z K k;?z )); for   1;
where
kk;? = !e2hnk;?; K k;? = 21 e2hk;?:
(5.6)
Inserting this into Eq. (5.3), we nd:


(5.7)
 = 21 2 os(k?z) exp( K ?z) os(kk z) exp( K k z) sin(2)


 14 2 e2(k ?)z + 41 2!2[(e2hnk )2 (e2hn?)2℄z2 sin(2); for kz; Kz  1:

The rst term in the last line is the standard result for the rotation in a model without
paraphotons ( f. Ref. [29℄). However, note that with paraphotons where 2 e2 = 2e2h
this result holds only if the length z is mu h smaller than the os illation length 1=(!e2hn);
the latter is by a fa tor 2 smaller than the naive expe tation from the ase without
paraphotons 1=(!2e2 n).
e.g.
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Similarly the ellipti ity an be inferred from Eq. (5.4),


= 21 2 sin(kk z) exp( K k z) sin(k?z) exp( K ?z) sin(2)
 21 !2he2(nk n?)z sin(2); for kz; Kz  1:

(5.8)

Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) are valid also for models with two paraphotons. The determination
of the rotation and ellipti ity boils down to solving the equation of motion (4.9) and
inserting into (5.1), (5.3) and (5.4). (The ne essary expressions for the amplitudes an be
found in Appendix C.) A quantitative dis ussion follows in Se t. 7.

6 E e ts of a magneti eld with nite extent transverse to the photon beam
In Se t. 2, we have seen that, for massive paraphotons, the  ele tri harge resulting from
the shift in the paraphoton eld is e e tively an eled by the mass term as depi ted in
Fig. 1. However, this is true only if the photon oupling to the hidden-se tor parti le has
q 2 = 0, , if it is on shell.
In realisti situations, the magneti ba kground eld has a nite extent and the photons whi h build it up have a non-vanishing virtuality. In order to take this into a ount,
we have to resum the diagrams in Fig. 1 also at non-vanishing virtuality. Resumming
tree-level diagrams is equivalent to solving the equations of motion (this automati ally
in ludes also the higher-order diagrams with multiple mass insertions that were negle ted
in Fig. 1). Therefore, we have to solve the ombined equations of motion for photon and
paraphoton { in luding the mass term { not only for the photons of the laser but also for
the ba kground magneti eld. To lowest order, we an negle t the index of refra tion
N and we have (Lorentz stru ture suppressed),

 
 2


 

A
A


1
0
2
2
2
= 0; (6.1)
[r M~ ℄ B~ = r 0 1 
 1
B~
for a stati ba kground eld.
To get an impression of the general behavior, we an solve (6.1) for a spheri ally
symmetri situation with a point sour e. Similar to the two eigenmodes in Se t. 3, we
nd two solutions orresponding to a pure massless Coulomb-type potential and a massive
i.e.

1
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Yukawa-type potential8,
1 (r )
2 (r )

=
=




1  1;





r



exp (

(6.2)

r)

:
1
r
For a sour e made up of ordinary matter, the potentials have to behave like  (1; 0)T 1=r
for r ! 0 and the potential for matter elds takes the form,


2 exp( r )
1
1
1
+

(6.3)
matter 
1 + 2 r (1 exp( r)) :
A hidden-se tor parti le with harge ve tor (e; eh)T therefore sees an e e tive potential,
(e; e )  1 [e + e (1 exp( r))℄ + O(2 ) = 1 e exp( r); (6.4)
h

matter

r

h

r

where we have used Eq. (2.4), e = eh , for the last equality. Note that this an be
written as
(e; eh)matter  (e; eh)matterj=0 exp( r);
(6.5)
and therefore, these e e ts an be a ounted for by using an e e tive magneti eld Be (r)
in the al ulation of N , given by
Be (r) = B(1 + r)exp( r)
(6.6)
where B is the standard magneti eld, al ulated as if there were no paraphotons.
If the sour e is not pointlike we therefore expe t a behavior,

r  1 ;
(6.7)
Be (r)  BB exp( r) for
for r  1
where r is now a typi al distan e from the sour e.
For large distan es, r  1=, we re over the result that the e e tive harge vanishes.
But for smaller distan es, residual e e ts of the epsilon harge remain. In typi al experiments, the transverse size9 of the magneti eld is of the order of 10 m. Remembering
that 1 m  1=(2  10 5 eV) this an indeed be ome an important e e t for paraphoton
masses of the order of eV.
A similar al ulation an be done for the ase of two paraphotons. In this ase, the
hidden-se tor eld is not dire tly oupled to the ele tromagneti eld ( f. Eq. (2.14)).
8 In

our simpli ed notation without any Lorentz stru ture, the potentials an be either the ele tri
potential or the ve tor potential leading to magneti elds, depending on whether the sour e is a harge
or a urrent.
9 The important length s ale is the distan e from the sour es, i.e., the urrents.
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The e e tive epsilon harge arises, be ause one paraphoton is massive and the other is
massless, and the an ellation analogous to Fig. 1 is not omplete. Therefore, we are not
too surprised by the result,
BMR
(6.8)
e (r ) = B(1 (1 + r ) exp( r )):
For extended sour es, we then expe t

r  1
MR
Be (r)  BB(0 + O(r)) for
(6.9)
for r  1 ;
where r is again a typi al distan e from the sour e.
At large r  1=, this indeed looks like a parti le with an e e tive harge e. At small
distan es the harge is redu ed. This e e t is exa tly the same as the one that is used to
\swit h o " the ele tri harge of the hidden-se tor parti le in astrophysi al plasmas in
order to avoid the astrophysi al bounds on mini harged parti les [34℄.

7 Quantitative analysis
The ontribution of mini harged parti les to the rotation and ellipti ity in a pure MCP
model has been studied in Refs. [6, 29℄. If the mini harge originates from kineti mixing,
the presen e of the paraphoton may lead to signi ant hanges to these signals and will
also ontribute to LSW experiments. In this se tion, we give some expli it examples for
the in uen e of the paraphoton.
Qualitatively, the most obvious di eren e is the possibility to have a non-vanishing
LSW signal, whi h is hardly possible without paraphotons, sin e the MCPs are unlikely
to re ombine behind the wall and produ e a photon. The upper panels of Fig. 5 show the
transition probability of photons in a LSW experiment as a fun tion of the experimental
parameters B and `, the strength and length of the magneti eld, respe tively. Note,
that we have non-vanishing transition probabilities for photons polarized parallelly
perpendi ularly to the magneti eld. This in ontrast to models with a single ALP, where
the amplitude for the parallel (perpendi ular) polarization vanishes for a pseudo-s alar
(s alar) ALP.
The gray shaded band in the plots indi ate a parameter region for the experimental
setup where the signals have an os illatory behavior, orresponding to K k;? < ` 1 and
kk;? > ` 1 de ned in Eq. (5.6). For K k;?  ` 1, the signal be omes onstant with
Ptrans = 4 , whereas it an in rease by up to a fa tor of 16 in the os illatory region,
f. Eq. (4.7).
The solid lines in the enter and lower panels of Fig. 5 show the rotation and ellipti ity
of the laser polarization, respe tively in omparison with a pure MCP model (red dashed
and
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Figure 5: Dependen e of the regeneration probability Ptrans (upper panels), rotation  ( enter
panels), and ellipti ity (lower panels) on the magneti led B (left panels) and the length `
of the magneti region inside the avity (right panels). As a ben hmark point we assume one
massless paraphoton with kineti mixing parameter  = 2  10 6 and para- oupling eh = e with
a hidden Dira spinor with mass m = 0:1 eV. The remaining experimental parameters are kept
at B = 5 T, ! = 1 eV, Npass = 1, and ` = 5 m in ea h plot. The photon regeneration probability
is shown for the ase of parallel  = 0 (solid line) and orthogonal  = =2 (dot-dashed line)
laser polarization. The dotted line indi ates the asymptoti behavior Ptrans = 4. The rotation
and ellipti ity signals assume a polarization of  = =4. For omparison, the dashed line shows
the result for rotation and ellipti ity without massless paraphotons (see Ref. [6, 29℄). The gray
shaded band in ea h plot indi ates the os illation regime, orresponding to K k;? < ` 1 and
kk;? > ` 1 ( ompare Eqs. (5.6){(5.8)).
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lines). In general, the presen e of the paraphoton alters the signals signi antly ompared
to a pure MCP model. In parti ular, the seemingly favorable experimental parameters,
long and strong magneti elds, lead to a small signal. Only inside the os illatory region
the signals may be ome omparable to or even larger than the pure MCP signal, as an
be seen from the rotation plots.
Note that these qualitative features are generi to the paraphoton model, whereas the
spe i position of the signal peaks depends on the parti ular
point that is used
in the plots. This be omes apparent in Figs. 6 and 7, where now the model parameters
are varied while keeping the experimental ones xed. Again, one nds a similar behavior
of the signals on the kineti mixing parameter , the relative para- oupling eh=e, the mass
of the mini harged parti le m and the mass of the paraphoton . For masses of the order
of a few  10 eV, the most important e e t is the redu tion of the e e tive magneti
eld as dis ussed in Se t. 6, sin e masses in the eV range are not big enough to lead to a
sizeable transition probability from os illations due to the mass alone. For bigger masses
& meV, the photon-paraphoton os illations are driven by the mass term. In this region,
the signal does not hange if the magneti eld is swit hed o .
The reason for the fa t that ellipti ity and rotation be ome insensitive to the model parameters for large magneti eld length or strength an easily be understood heuristi ally:
owing to the nonzero depletion oeÆ ient  for the photon intera tion state, the ombined
photon-paraphoton state evolves nonunitarily over long distan es into that mixed state
whi h does not intera t with the hidden fermions h. For this state, the e e tive refra tive index and depletion oeÆ ient approa h the trivial va uum values; onsequently, any
further ellipti ity or rotation e e ts are absent in this regime.
It is interesting to observe that the ellipti ities in the paraphoton model deviate from
the pure MCP model towards smaller values in the os illatory region, whereas the rotations
also exhibit peaks that ex eed the pure MCP value, see, , Figs. 5 and 6. The reason
for these pronoun ed rotation peaks in the paraphoton model lies in a nontrivial interplay
between the paraphoton and the mini harged u tuations, as is visible from the se ond
term in Eq. (5.7). In pure MCP models, rotation is indu ed by photon loss due to MCP
produ tion ( rst term in Eq. (5.7)) for whi h mass-threshold and phase-spa e onditions
have to be satis ed. With a light paraphoton, these onditions are mu h more relaxed;
for instan e, a photon-paraphoton transition via a virtual intermediate MCP state an be
possible even if the photon energy is too small to ex ite a real MCP pair. This rotationindu ing e e t is a genuine feature of models with both MCPs and paraphotons. The
model-parameter range where these rotation peaks appear is also a promising andidate for
parameterizing the anomalous PVLAS rotation signal [2℄; a pre ise t to the orresponding
allowed parameter range, however, is beyond the s ope of the present work.
The BFRT ollaboration [1, 8℄ performed a pioneering experiment sear hing for the
rotation, ellipti ity, and photon regeneration signals. From the non-observation of a
signal one an infer ex lusion regions for the MCP s enario as well as extensions with
paraphotons. The left plot of Fig. 8 shows the ex luded region of mass m and harge 
ben hmark

e.g.
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Figure 6: Dependen e of the regeneration probability Ptrans (upper panels), rotation  ( enter
panels), and ellipti ity (lower panels) on the kineti mixing parameter  (left panels), and the
relative para- oupling eh =e (right panels). We use the same ben hmark values and notation as
in Fig. 5.
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Figure 7: Dependen e of the regeneration probability Ptrans (upper panels), rotation  ( enter
panels), and ellipti ity (lower panels) on the mass of the mini harged parti le m (left panel)
and the mass of the paraphoton  (right panels). We use the same ben hmark values and
notation as in Fig. 5. In order to al ulate the  dependen e, we have assumed a typi al
distan e of the laser beam from the sour e of the magneti eld of r = 4 m.
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Figure 8: Ex lusion limits from the BFRT experiment. The dark (light) ontours show the
2 (5) ex lusion limits of harge  and mass m of a Dira spinor orresponding to the measurements of the BFRT ollaboration. (For simpli ity, we assume a onstant magneti eld
amplitude of B = 2 T for the al ulation of the rotation and ellipti ity signal.) The left panel
shows the ex luded region in the pure MCP model. The right panel shows the results in luding
a massless paraphoton with para- oupling eh = e. The loss of sensitivity for small masses is
partially ompensated by the results of the photon regeneration experiment.
in the pure MCP model. In this ase, the model is not onstrained by the regeneration
measurement.
This is di erent for paraphoton models, as an be seen in the right plot of the same
gure. For small masses, rotation and ellipti ity do not represent sensitive probes of the
model parameter spa e. However, the regeneration limit puts a onstant upper bound on
the harge  at small masses m and not too small eh, orresponding to the asymptoti
behavior of the transition probability Ptrans ! 4 . This partially ompensates for the loss
of sensitivity of the opti al measurements. This demonstrates that LSW experiments are
omplementary to polarization measurements.
Of ourse, the results are also somewhat dependent on the gauge oupling of the
paraphoton, eh. But, as an be seen from Fig. 9, even a variation of the gauge oupling
by one order of magnitude around the natural value e leads to relatively small hanges
in the limit on  obtainable from the BFRT regeneration data. This is a signi ant
advantage of LSW experiments.
The qualitative dependen e of the limits from LSW measurements on the remaining
model parameter, the paraphoton mass , an already be inferred from the right uppermost panel in Fig. 7. If we assume a typi al distan e of the laser beam from the sour e
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Figure 9: The limit from BFRT measurements on the kineti mixing parameter for various
values of the para- oupling eh. The 2 (5) ex lusion limits are plotted as dark (light) ontours.
of the magneti eld of the order of 5 m, photon regeneration is sensitive in the range
 . 10 eV to os illations indu ed by the magneti eld. For bigger masses, this e e t is
extremely suppressed be ause the magneti eld is e e tively zero, as an be seen from
Eq. (6.7). The signal is then driven by os illations via the mass term, and the BFRT
bounds are as in Fig. 3.
Finally, let us omment on the two-paraphoton model of Ref. [34℄. In this model,
regeneration again leads to the best bounds, as an be seen from Fig. 10.

8 Con lusions
Constraining the multitudinous possibilities to extend the standard model of parti le
physi s requires powerful laboratory tools that do not only sear h for new parti les at
higher and higher masses, but also for weakly oupled hidden se tors with potentially
light parti les. In this work, we have shown that light-shining-through-walls (LSW) experiments represent one of these desired tools to spe i ally look for a hidden se tor with
additional U(1) paraphoton gauge groups { in addition to their dis overy potential of
axion-like parti les (ALP), as onventionally dis ussed in the literature. This be omes
evident from Figs. 3, 8, and 10, in whi h we present limits obtained from the BFRT LSW
experiment.
Owing to their spe i dependen e on both model as well as experimental parameters
(see Figs. 5, 6, and 7), LSW experiments are also ideally suited to distinguish between
di erent models su h as those involving ALPs or paraphotons. One important example of
a feature that allows to distinguish between ALPs and paraphotons is the dependen e on
22

Figure 10: The limit from BFRT measurements on the kineti mixing parameter in the two-

paraphoton model presented in Ref. [34℄ (eh = e). The 2 (5) ex lusion limits are plotted as
dark (light) ontours. (The hosen values   meV are small enough to avoid the astrophysi al
onstraints and big enough su h that e e ts of the nite size of the magneti eld play no role.)

the polarization of the laser beam. For ALPs, we expe t a signal only for one polarization,
parallel perpendi ular to the magneti eld. In paraphoton models, we expe t an
LSW signal for
polarizations. Also, the dependen e of the regeneration rates on
experimental parameters su h as the laser frequen y and the magneti eld are di erent
for the di erent models and thus provide for further de isive distinguishing riteria.
Polarization experiments provide omplementary information ( f. Fig. 8). They are
espe ially sensitive to pure mini harged parti le models for whi h no signal is expe ted
in LSW experiments. However, in paraphoton models, their sensitivity is limited.
In on lusion, regenerating (para-)light from the hidden se tor allows to test a large
lass of natural extensions of the standard model.
The dis overy potential of opti al experiments for features of the hidden se tor is
ertainly not exhausted by our present study. For instan e, the use of the rapidly evolving
pulsed high-intensity laser systems for this type of fundamental physi s hallenges needs
to be explored mu h further, see, , [7, 61℄. Also, nonlinear olle tive e e ts in photonplasma intera tions [62℄ may serve as an ampli er of signatures of the hidden se tor.
Finally, experiments with large ele tri elds, where light mini harged parti les ould be
produ ed by the S hwinger me hanism, an provide additional insights [63℄.
or

both

e.g.
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A Refra tive index for photons in a magneti

eld

The loop diagram depi ted in Fig. 4(a) gives the ontribution of hidden-se tor parti les
to the omplex refra tive index for photons. The value of this diagram is well known [64℄.
Let us de ne
1
(A.1)
2 e2 N = 2 e2 (n + i) = n 1:
2!
The ontribution from intermediate Dira spinors (\Dsp") and s alars (\s ") with an
e e tive oupling e to photons is given as
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Here, the dimensionless parameter  is de ned as
   
! eV 2 B
3
! eB
(A.5)

2 m m2 = 88:6  m m T :
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The symbol e~0 denotes the generalized Airy fun tion,
e~0 (t) =

Z 1
0

dx sin



x3

tx

3

and e~00 (t) = d~e0 (t)=dt.
Similarly,
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Tk;?() has the form of a parametri integral [65℄,
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for   1 ,
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(A.9)
for   1 ,
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These expressions have been derived to leading order in an expansion for high frequen y [66, 67, 57, 68, 69, 58℄,
!
(A.10)
2m  1;
and for a high number of allowed Landau levels of the mini harged parti les [70℄,
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In realisti experiments, the variation !=! is typi ally small ompared to B=B & 10 4.
1
2
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B Preparation of the initial state and avity e e ts
Let us devote a few thoughts to the preparation of the initial state. In Se ts. 3 and 4,
we always started with a pure photon intera tion state, (A; B ) = (1; 0) or (A; B1; B2) =
(1; 0; 0). Is this the orre t state for a realisti experiment? Naively, the answer is yes,
be ause the light is produ ed by ordinary matter whi h intera ts only with the photon
intera tion eigenstate. Still, one might wonder whether the laser apparatus might be so
pre ise that it an prepare eigenstates of the energy and the momentum simultaneously.
Figure 11 shows why this is not really relevant for the ase of a typi al setup where
the laser beam is oupled into the os illation region via a mirror (we believe that in most
experiments su h a redire tion of the beam is employed at some stage of the experiment;
in BFRT as well as PVLAS this is indeed the ase). It is simply the mirror that again
sele ts the intera tion state and dire ts only the photon intera tion state into the right
dire tion towards the os illation region. The paraphoton intera tion state simply passes
through the mirror and is lost.
The bottom line is that the last mirror that ouples the beam into the os illation
region sele ts a pure photon intera tion state, and this determines the initial ondition.
Next, we address the question as to whether some opti al elements as, , a FabryPerot avity with a high nesse ould again sele t a momentum eigenstate. If so, su h a
state would have a well-de ned wavelength and would therefore orrespond to a propagation eigenstate { destroying possible os illations.
In ordinary opti s, the transmission oeÆ ient for a Fabry-Perot avity is
e.g.

TFP =

with

T2

1 + R2 2R os(Æ) ;

(B.1)

Æ = 2k`

os():
(B.2)
Here, R and T are the transmission and re e tion oeÆ ients of the mirrors. We assume
no absorption, T = 1 R. The transmission is strongly peaked around Æ = 0 and
e e tively lters out a very narrow wavelength interval of width
i.e.

Æ


= 2F ` os() ;

(B.3)

where ` is the length of the avity, and
 
2
F=

(B.4)
2 ar sin 21pRR 1 R
denotes its nesse; the approximation in the last step holds for 1 R  1.  is the angle
of the in ident light ( f. Fig. 12) whi h we will take to be  = 0 for simpli ity.
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Figure 11: Sket h of the initial-state preparation in a photon-paraphoton os illation experi-

ment. The laser (in luding its opti al elements) produ es some unknown mixture of photon and
paraphoton (bla k line). Now, this beam is redire ted via a mirror (bla k diagonal) into the osillation region. However, the mirror intera ts only with the intera tion eigenstate of the photon
(red). The paraphoton intera tion state simply passes through the mirror (green). Therefore,
we have a pure photon intera tion state at the beginning of the os illation region. If the photon
intera tion state does not oin ide with the propagation eigenstates, , if we have mixing, we
have a mixed intera tion state (bla k) at the end of the os illation region.
i.e.

We an now study what happens in a model with a paraphoton. We start with
a pure photon intera tion state (A; B ) = (1; 0) at the entran e to the avity. Using the
propagation eigenstates found in Se t. 3, we nd the amplitude after the rst pass through
the avity,
!


1+ exp( k`)
A
1
1+
:
(B.5)
T1 = B = T exp(ik`) (1 exp(
k`))
1
1+
Taking into a ount that only the photons and not the paraphotons are re e ted by the
mirrors, we an easily nd also the amplitude for the se ond transmitted beam,
!
2



1+ exp( k`)
2
1
+

exp(

k`
)
2
1+
T2 = A
:
(B.6)
(1 exp( k`))
B2 = T exp(3ik`)R
1 + 2
1+
2

2
2

2

2
2

Resumming Atrans = A1 + A2 + : : :, we nd the total transition oeÆ ient for the
Fabry-Perot avity,
jT M j2
(B.7)
T^FP = jAtrans j2 =
1 + jM 2 Rj2 2jM 2Rj os(Æ + ) ;
where
1 + 2 exp( k`) =: jM j exp(i )
M=
(B.8)
1 + 2
is the photon-to-photon amplitude for one pass through the avity. For small , we nd



k`
2
2
jM j = 1 4 sin 2 ; = 22 sin(k`):
(B.9)
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n

T1
R1
T2
R2

ℓ

Figure 12: Light path inside a Fabry-Perot avity.
If 2  1=F , if more photons es ape from the avity via transmission than via
onversion into paraphotons, and jM j 1 provide only small orre tions to the result
without paraphotons (B.1), and the avity sele ts essentially the same wavelengths around
Æ  2n as without paraphotons. For example, in the PVLAS experiment with F  105
this ondition is easily ful lled for  . 10 5.
Let us now turn to the paraphotons exiting the avity. The transmission oeÆ ient
for paraphotons, or, in other words, the photon-paraphoton onversion probability, is (for
small ),



k`
1
2
2
2
Tpara = jBtrans j = 4jT j sin
(B.10)
2
2
2
1
+
j
M Rj 2jM 2 Rj os(Æ + )



k`
2
F
2
2
   sin 2


Npass + 1 2 2 k`
 2  sin 2 :
The last two lines hold for 2  1=F and Æ  2n, , for in ident photons in resonan e
with the avity.
To summarize, as long as paraphotons are a \small" e e t we redis over the naively
expe ted result.
i.e.

i.e.
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C Regeneration probability for the two paraphoton
model
In this appendix, we give the expli it formulas for the regeneration probability, rotation
and ellipti ity in the model of Ref. [34℄ with two paraphotons.
p
With the abbreviation (e2hN )2 + (2=4!2)2 = + i and N = n + i=2!, we
de ne the inverse os illation and absorption lengths  and , respe tively, as
2
 = e2h   2! :
 = ! e2hn 4!  !;
The transition probability (`1 = `2 = ` and Npass = 1) is given by the squared sum of the
amplitudes for the transition of the wall through the two di erent paraphotons
Ptrans = A ! 0 ! + A ! 0 ! 2 ;
(C.1)
that an be expressed as



4
X
2
i ! Yi
Ptrans = 2
(2X0 + X+C+ + X C + Y+S+ + Y S ) + Yi ! Xi : (C.2)
X0 + Y02
Here, the index i denotes i = (+; ; 0), and we have used the fun tions
S (`) = exp (  `)sin(2 `) 2 exp (  `=2)sin( `) ;
C (`) = exp (  `) os(2 `) 2 exp (  `=2) os( `) ;
with oeÆ ients


e2h 
e2h 
2
2
(C.3)
X = 16 2eh n
2!  ehn  2! ;
1

Y

=

X0

=

Y0

=

2



2
2
4
2 n(e2 n  ) 16 eh  eh  
+
16
e
h
h
!4
2! 2!
2
32 e2hn e2h! ;
 2 2 !
eh 
4
:
+
16
(
e2h n)2
4
!
2!



;

The ase B = 0 orresponds to n =  = 0, giving = 4! and = 0, as well as
 =  = 0 and + = 2! . It is straightforward to he k that in this ase Eq. (C.2)
redu es to our previous result Eq. (3.7) with Npass = 1 and `1 = `2.
For the photon to photon amplitude we nd,
2
(C.4)
Re(A ! ) = 1 22 + 2 + 2
2
2

2



 Z+ os(+`) exp( +`=2) + (+ ! ) + Z0 sin(+`) exp( + `=2) (+ ! )
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and
Im(A ! ) =

2

+ 2
 Z+ sin(+`) exp(


2

(C.5)
+ `=2) + (+ !

) + Z0 os( `) exp(

where
Z

=



 hn +
e2

2



 `=2)



e2h 
 2! ;



( ! +)

;

(C.6)

= e2hn e2h! :
It is now straightforward to insert this into Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) to obtain the rotation
and ellipti ity, respe tively.
Z0
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